Abstract-Kademlia is a decentralized overlay network, up to now mainly used for highly scalable file sharing applications. Due to its distributed nature, it is free from single points of failure. Communication can happen over redundant network paths, which makes information distribution with Kademlia resilient against failing nodes and attacks. In this paper, we simulate Kademlia networks with varying parameters and analyze the number of node-disjoint paths. With our results, we show the influence of these parameters on the network connectivity and, therefore, the resilience against failing nodes and communication channels.
II. RELATED WORK
Kademlia and overlay networks in general have been studied extensively in the scientific literature. A survey from 2011 with focus on security aspects in peer-to-peer networks, reaches close to a hundred references [5] . Despite the large amount of publications in general, the global network connectivity of Kademlia has not been thoroughly evaluated. Salah et al. present a crawling software for capturing connectivity graphs of networks built by the KAD protocol, a descendant of Kademlia [6] . They insert nodes into real-world networks and dump their routing tables. Those are then used to create connectivity graphs of the networks. In a later publication the same authors characterize the resilience of those graphs and of other graphs resulting from simulations [7] . While their goal is similar to ours, their approach is of statistical nature and does not calculate the network connectivity. In a previous paper we measured the influence of the protocol parameter k, combined with different churn scenarios, on the Kademlia network connectivity [8] . Our goal in this paper is to determine the influence of message loss, which was determined neither analytically nor experimentally before.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a distributed system consisting of multiple networked nodes. The nodes exchange information for collaboration purposes, depending on the systems specific purpose and implementation. Each node is able to communicate with any other node, either directly or indirectly via others. The communication structure is organized by the Kademlia overlay network (cf. Section IV-1). We assume that message loss can happen, leading to a certain percentage of sent messages not reaching their destination.
IV. CONNECTIVITY
In this section we first present the properties and mechanisms of Kademlia important for routing and contact management. Next we describe the transfer of the network structure of Kademlia into the domain of graph theory by creating a connectivity graph. 1) Kademlia: With Kademlia, resources (node and data objects) are identified by a numerical id with the fixed bit-length b. Each node maintains a routing table containing identifiers of other nodes, its contacts. The routing table consists of b socalled k-buckets, each of which can hold at most k contacts. The buckets are indexed from 0 to b−1 and contacts are stored in them depending on their identifier distance. The distance between two identifiers is computed using the XOR metric, meaning that for two identifiers id a and id b the distance is dist(id a , id b ) = id a ⊕ id b , interpreted as an integer value. A bucket with index i is populated with those contacts id i fulfilling the condition
The bucket with the highest index covers half of the id space, the next lower bucket a quarter of the id space, and so on. The staleness limit s determines how many times in a row communication with a contact must fail, so that it is considered stale and removed from the routing table. The Kademlia authors set the default values b = 160, k = 20, α = 3, and s = 5. Another property of Kademlia is the request parallelism α, which is the number of contacts queried in parallel when a node wants to locate another node for retrieval/storage of a data object. The nodes of a Kademlia network can locate resources (other nodes, data objects) by means of their identifiers. Given a target identifier, a node selects the α closest nodes from its routing table and sends a request to each of them. These nodes answer with their own list of closest nodes, which can then be used in new queries. This way, the requesting node iteratively gets closer to the target identifier. This procedure ends, when a number of k nodes have been successfully contacted, or no more progress is made in getting closer to the target identifier.
2) Connectivity Graph: The connectivity graph D(V, E), with the vertices V and edges E, is a directed graph, representing the nodes and their routing tables. Each vertex represents a distinct network node. For each ordered node pair id i , id j represented by vertices v and w respectively, we insert the directed edge (v, w) into E, if and only if node id j is present in the routing table of id i . We assign a capacity of 1 to each edge. The vertex connectivity between v and w is the number of vertex disjoint paths leading from v to w. The graph connectivity is the the minimum from the vertex connectivities between all possible vertex pairs.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe our simulation environment, i.e., the tools used to determine the network connectivity. After that, we present our evaluation methodology and the simulation scenarios. Finally, we present the achieved results and discuss them.
In this paper we focus on the influence of message loss on the network connectivity. For more scenarios and a more detailed explanation of the applied methods and the theoretical background, please see our other publications [8] , [9] .
A. Environment & Methodology
For our simulations we use the network simulation software PeerSim [10] , which we extended with the Kademlia protocol. Additionally we wrote software components for creating network churn (addition and removal of nodes) and traffic. We use the software "HIPR" [11] to calculate the maximum flow between a pair of vertices. It is an implementation of the push-relabel algorithm by Cherkassky [12] . By previously applying Even's algorithm [13] to the connectivity graph, the measured maximum flow equals the vertex connectivity between a pair of vertices. We create and store the connectivity graph D(V, E) based on the routing tables of a network at pre-defined time stamps in a simulation. The nodes in Kademlia attempt to add each other to their respective routing tables, but due to size restrictions of the routing table, these attempts are not always successful. Nevertheless, our analysis shows that the connectivity graphs come very close to being undirected. This allows us to reduce the amount of maximum flow computations from n(n − 1) to c · n(n − 1), 0 < c ≤ 1, n = |V |. We achieve this reduction by only using a percentage c · n of outgoing vertices for the maximum flow calculation. Since the outgoing degree d out,v of a vertex v is an upper limit for the outgoing flow, we select those c · n outgoing vertices with the smallest d out . We calculate the maximum flow from only a percentage c · n of outgoing vertices to all n − 1 incoming vertices.
We consider a network with a size of 2500 nodes. It can be subject to three different churn scenarios. Without churn, no node leaves or joins the network after the initial setup. In the churn scenario (1/1), we add one node and remove one node every minute. The scenario (10/10) has ten times the churn. Each node causes network traffic in the form of 10 lookup procedures and 1 store procedure per minute throughout the whole simulation. In addition, whenever a bucket has not had a contact update for at least 60 minutes, the node performs a lookup procedure, the so-called "bucket-refresh". Table I shows the loss probabilities for one-way and twoway communication for our four message loss scenarios. We apply the following Kademlia parameters: Bucket size k is 20, bit-length b is 160, request parallelism α is 3, and staleness limit s ∈ {1, 5}.
The network is fully setup after 30 minutes (setup phase). From minute 30 to 120 the network can stabilize (stabilization phase). Starting at minute 120, we apply churn (churn phase).
We ran each simulation 5 times, each time with a differently seeded random generator. The average connectivity is the average (Avg), and the minimum connectivity is the minimum (Min) out of all 5 times.
B. Results
In this section we present results from simulations with focus on message loss and the staleness limit s.
1) Staleness Limits without Message Loss:
Simulation I shows the effect of the two different staleness limits s ∈ {1, 5} in a network affected by churn and without message loss (l=none). We present the simulation for churn 1/1 in Figure 1a and the simulation for churn 10/10 in Figure 1b . With churn 1/1, there is no significant difference between the two staleness limits. With churn 10/10, the average connectivity for s=5 drops below that of s=1, as soon as the churn phase begins. It remains that way for the remainder of the simulation. Three effects are responsible for this: 1) With the stronger network churn more nodes become stale per minute, resulting in more stale routing table entries.
2) The stronger churn also results in more nodes joining per minute, each of them needing to become connected. 3) With the greater staleness limit it takes all nodes longer to detect and remove stale entries in their routing tables. Since the routing table size is limited and each stale entry potentially keeps a new contact from entering the routing table, the average connectivity decreases. Interestingly, the minimum connectivity is not affected. It is the same for s=1 as for s=5. At the moment we don't know the reason for this, but we will investigate this issue further.
2) Staleness Limit with Message Loss:
The simulations J, K and L show the effect of the three message loss scenarios l ∈ {low, medium, high} on the network connectivity, together with both staleness limits s ∈ {1, 5}, and three different churn scenarios. Message loss is present throughout all three simulation phases, setup, stabilization, and churn.
Simulation J has no churn. We present the measurements for this simulation in Figure 2 . The connectivity during the setup phase is very poor for all loss scenarios and staleness limit values. Nodes are not able to achieve connectivity immediately on joining the network. For s=1 the network shows a quick increase in minimum connectivity immediately after the setup phase. The minimum connectivity reaches values between 80 and 110, far greater than the bucket size k=20. For our three loss scenarios, higher message loss results in higher connectivity. Communication attempts can fail due to the message loss, leading to the removal of contacts from the routing tables and making room for other contacts. These results show, that the structure of a Kademlia network is not ideal regarding connectivity after the network setup or node joins in general. For s=5 any structure change due to message loss is much less pronounced than with s=1, since now a contact is removed from a routing table only after five failing communication attempts in a row, not just one. The greater staleness limit has a damping effect on both the absolute connectivity and its variance. Any increase in minimum and average connectivity happens far slower, and the resulting connectivity is lower. This is especially the case with loss scenarios medium and low. Here, both minimum and average connectivity show a severe decrease compared to s=1. For low loss, the positive effect of message loss on minimum connectivity is hardly visible, as the connectivity remains just slightly above k=20. We want to remark that, despite its positive effect on connectivity, message loss has of course negative impact on other network aspects, e.g. the latency or result quality of lookup procedures. Here, as described in Section IV-1, the termination criterion is either a number of k successfully contacted nodes or a lack of progress. Message loss can increase the lookup latency, since more communication attempts can be necessary to reach k successfully contacted nodes. Also, progress may stop earlier because furthering information never reaches the node performing the lookup.
In simulation K the churn scenario is 1/1. We show the results in Figure 3 . For s=1 the different loss scenarios on average still result in different levels of minimum connectivity during the churn phase. However, the churn visibly reduces the positive effect of message loss, as those connectivity levels are significantly lower than without churn. Like in simulation J, a damping effect on connectivity is visible with s=5. Combined with the churn, it limits the minimum connectivity to about k for all loss scenarios. Also, the minimum connectivity drops far below k and even down to zero multiple times in the simulation with both staleness limits. This is due to a small number of nodes not being able to establish connectivity right away in the bootstrap process. In simulation L the churn scenario is 10/10. We show the results in Figure 4 . The stronger churn counters the positive effects of message loss even more, so that now also the average connectivity is affected. Furthermore, the drops in connectivity due to bootstrap problems are much more frequent. With the added damping effect from s=5, the minimum connectivity stays below k at all times during the churn phase.
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we analyzed the connectivity of the overlay network Kademlia in multiple simulated scenarios. We determined that message loss, though generally an undesired property in networks, actually increases the Kademlia network connectivity. Future work will include further investigation of the effects of message loss on the network connectivity. The goal is the development of mechanisms that provide similar connectivity improvements, while avoiding the negative effects of loss. 
